
     

Introducing Data-Awareness 
Unprecedented Data Security and Visibility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Tee up data-awareness and set focus on security.Key points to hit: We’re here to talk about data-awareness. Once you get a sense of what data-awareness can mean for you personally and for your business, you will understand how out of date the current systems are.Transition: “Before we get in to product, I’d like to share what we’re hearing from other IT departments like yours.”
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Today’s Challenge: More Data, More Problems 

Your problem isn’t your 
storage, it’s your data. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Demonstrate you understand the customer and confirm they have a growing storage problem.Key points to hit: Almost every customer we talk to has more data than ever before and growth isn’t slowing down.Do you have that problem, too? (let them tell you about it)Within unstructured data specifically, 93% of businesses don’t know precisely where files reside.Do you know where every one of your files are stored?Transition: “Everybody else is managing this as a mess – buying more storage isn’t going to solve the problem because the capacity isn’t the problem. It’s what’s inside the data.”



Traditional Storage 



DataAwareness with DataGravity 



Where’s My Data? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Make the customer wonder if they know where all of their unstructured data is.Key points to hit: With so many human generated files and people often moving things to shares/folders where they don’t belong, it can be impossible to know where all of your unstructured data is.Transition: “The problem isn’t so much knowing where your unstructured data is, it’s about knowing what’s inside of it.”



What’s In My Data? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Make customer uncomfortable thinking about what could be in their unstructured data.Key points to hit: If you have sensitive data hiding in your unstructured data and it’s exposed, it could create huge problems for your business.This includes .csv/excel reports pulled from secure databases from applications, for example.Transition: “If you don’t know what you have and you don’t know where it is, it’s nearly impossible to guarantee that you don’t have sensitive data exposure.”





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Demonstrate that Data-awareness and DataGravity solves the problem.Key points to hit: 100% of our customers have found sensitive data hiding in their unstructured data.<<PAUSE ON THIS>>Transition: “Let’s look at a few examples.”
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Your Data Is Not Safe 

FIREWALL 

APPLICATION 

SERVER 

NETWORK 

DATA 
STORAGE 

 
All infrastructure 
layers must be 
fortified 

Authenticated 
access and firewalls 
are not enough 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Highlight that current practices leave companies vulnerableKey points to hit: Conventional wisdom suggests that protecting the perimeter with a firewall is sufficient.Privileged/authenticated users can walk out of environments with sensitive data.Worse, their credentials can be stolen.Transition: “This is a serious shift in threat that requires a serious shift in approach.”
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Best Way To Preempt Data Loss 

Become Data Aware 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: MOST IMPORTANT SLIDE. If you sell the customer that they have to be data-aware, they will eventually determine that data-aware storage is the best way to be data-aware.Key points to hit: Fortunately, there is a way to get ahead of breaches.You must become data-aware.Pick a story (e.g. the SONY hack…password.xls) and ask the 5 w’s about that file.Transition: “There are really only two ways one can become data-aware.”



Demo 

Where does  
it reside? 

Is it exposed? 

Defend 

Detect Define 

What is your most 
sensitive data? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Tee up the demo.Key points to hit: Getting ahead of sensitive data loss is about:Defining what sensitive data is important to your company (IP, SSNs, etc.)Detecting where that sensitive data is hiding so there are no surprisesDefending proactively against potential breaches before it’s too late.Transition: “Let’s take a look at how it works.”



Data-Aware Storage Is Simple and Effective 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Show how simple and effective Data-Aware Storage – it’s the best solution.Key points to hit: As you can see, we’ve taken the complexity out of being data-aware so you can get the information you need when you need it.Transition: “If you remember only one thing from this presentation, I want it to be this…”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of slide: Challenge the customer – make them acknowledge that they don’t know if they have exposure and that you can give them the answer.Key points to hit: 100% of our customers have found sensitive data hiding in their unstructured dataTransition: “Are you 100% sure you won’t find something in your data? We can help you be sure.”



  Additional Slides 
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Click on each image to watch demo; requires access to Internet 

https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=bJGYKIlbiew&index=3&list=PLvUJp9RLH55uCJxBzgv-nFSJ1QyvLNRSM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=Zo-WTCiDT_o&index=5&list=PLvUJp9RLH55uCJxBzgv-nFSJ1QyvLNRSM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=ZcjCYHYcL08&index=13&list=PLvUJp9RLH55uCJxBzgv-nFSJ1QyvLNRSM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=j7nhwIGWruo&index=4&list=PLvUJp9RLH55uCJxBzgv-nFSJ1QyvLNRSM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=wO3kLCb4akQ&index=14&list=PLvUJp9RLH55uCJxBzgv-nFSJ1QyvLNRSM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=aCi7BnXcK88&index=15&list=PLvUJp9RLH55uCJxBzgv-nFSJ1QyvLNRSM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=KFMF1jT-rRQ&index=12&list=PLvUJp9RLH55uCJxBzgv-nFSJ1QyvLNRSM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=zTnb_Mut3Ws&index=2&list=PLvUJp9RLH55uCJxBzgv-nFSJ1QyvLNRSM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=roFAPEStjpU&index=6&list=PLvUJp9RLH55uCJxBzgv-nFSJ1QyvLNRSM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=SKG9cTBaALo&index=9&list=PLvUJp9RLH55uCJxBzgv-nFSJ1QyvLNRSM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=WbY3r8qdP_8&index=1&list=PLvUJp9RLH55uCJxBzgv-nFSJ1QyvLNRSM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=UWphQ2UDJb0&index=8&list=PLvUJp9RLH55uCJxBzgv-nFSJ1QyvLNRSM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=6boMdgZ_Lwk&index=11&list=PLvUJp9RLH55uCJxBzgv-nFSJ1QyvLNRSM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=2FSd1ujlLQ4&index=7&list=PLvUJp9RLH55uCJxBzgv-nFSJ1QyvLNRSM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=pTs2ES6uU_Y&index=10&list=PLvUJp9RLH55uCJxBzgv-nFSJ1QyvLNRSM�
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Who is DataGravity? 
Re-imagining the role of storage in the modern data center 

“DataGravity is redefining what 
storage can do at an opportune time for 
our market,…” 
Joe Paquet, V.P. Vendor Alliances  

“DataGravity has the ability to not only 
replace our current storage vendor, but also 
enhance how we run our law practice 
by providing insights into data  
we couldn’t easily search before.”  
Chris Berube, IT manager  

“The DataGravity approach is 
transformational…” 
Laura Dubois, VP Storage 
 

David Siles 
CTO 

John Joseph 
President,  
Co-Founder 

Paula Long 
CEO, Co-Founder 

Jeff Boehm 
VP, Marketing 

Leadership team 

Kevin Durkin  
CFO 

Rich Shea 
VP,  
Sales and Channel 

Paul Skinner 
VP,  
HW & Operations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leadership team with a proven track record of turning innovative technologies into profitable companiesLogos on slide reflect pedigree of leadership team.  Also have key contributors across the company from such companies as NetApp, VMware, Sun Microsystems100% Channel-focused$92M raised / 100+ employeesHeadquarters in Nashua, NHFounded in April 2012Investors Accel Partners, Andreesen Horowitz, CRV, General Catalyst Partners



What the industry is saying about DataGravity… 

“DataGravity has a product that  
can help ambitious IT leaders  
drive a positive transformation…” 
ESG Lab Report 

“The DataGravity approach is 
transformational…” 
Laura Dubois 
 

“At first blush,  
the Discovery Series looks like  
a category-defining product.” 
Simon Robinson 

“It could literally  
revolutionize what we  
think of as “storage”…” 
Stephen Foskett 

“I believe that data-aware storage  
will provide a quantum shift...” 
Ron Powell Stephen Foskett, Pack Rat 
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Customers are Becoming Data-Aware 

“We instantly found tons of files from former staff and students, and file 
types that shouldn’t be stored on school resources. With traditional 
storage, it would be like looking for a needle in a haystack.” 

Mark Lamson 
Director of IT 

"DataGravity is different - it doesn't just store your files, it helps you 
understand what's in your data and if you have any sensitive information 
exposure." 

Jaison Bailley 
Senior Systems Engineer 

“We finally didn’t have to settle for the better of two lesser options. The 
competing products were not even in the same realm of manageability 
and direct analytics.” 

Jim Cutrona 
Senior Systems Engineer 

“With DataGravity we not only replaced our existing storage vendor, but 
also got data management software to mitigate our risk and exposure - all 
in one device.”  

Chris Berube 
IT Manager 

Found more than 600 files containing credit card & social security numbers. 
“I want to know immediately the names of these individuals storing files like 
this in our home drives so I can address them personally.” 

CFO and Vice President State Government 
Agency 

Found exposed social security numbers and terabytes of personal Lego 
animated movies 
“It’s a liability if this leaves my environment.” 

CIO County Government 



Comparative Cost of Ownership 

~$295,000   acquisition cost 
~$100,000 + professional services 
~$100,000  + full time employee 
~$  90,000 + ongoing support 

~$585,000 

 
Data  

Search S/W 
$30K  
installation and 
configuration 

 
Data Security 

Tools 
$25K  
for 1000 users 

 
Data Protection 

And Recovery 
$3K / TB HW 
$5K / TB SW 

Primary Storage  $2.5K / TB HW 
$1.5K / TB SW 

~$50-100K 

20TB primary 
20TB backup 

A seamlessly 
unified 

environment 
 

All-inclusive 
feature set  

for less than  
$2,500 per terabyte 

Discovery Series Status Quo 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The value proposition of DataGravity is clear:  one integrated solution with no separate licensing fees, versus a disparate hardware and software stack with  separate acquisition, installation, operations, and maintenance costs, plus integration services.  And, usually those technologies prove not to work together effectively to turn the information they provide into awareness and response.Initial acquisition costs.Installation costs.Integration between independent functional components.Multiple interfaces to learn and maintain.Professional services and additional headcount.Operations and maintenance costs.Ongoing support for 3 years 10-20% of acquisition cost for 2 years after warranty expires.Primary: . 2012 Pricing.Backup Hardware: . 2012 PricingBackup Software: Symantec BackupExecAuditing: Netwrix. $25/AD User. Average target: 1000 users. Enterprise Search: $5k-3m+ (EU Document on Enterprise Search p58)
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Preempt Sensitive Data Loss 

Providence College has a “save everything” 
policy. They were rapidly filling up 200T 
SANs and had no idea how much sensitive 
data they were taking responsibility for. 

Jay can proactively identify sensitive data 
more quickly and thoroughly than before. 
His team is able to find and remediate any 
potential issues before a breach occurs. 

Now, Jay and his team are able to flag and protect files 
containing sensitive data to avoid damaging breaches. 

Before DataGravity After DataGravity 

“DataGravity helps me 
make sure we know of 
any potential sensitive 
data exposures before a 
breach occurs.” 

Jay Topp 
Senior Systems 
Administrator 

With 1,100 new students every year, it was difficult for Jay to 
diagnose which data was at risk. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tom was due for a storage refresh on his existing Compellent arrays. Beyond improving basic storage metrics, Tom was frustrated with the limited visibility into where and what data was changing. He couldn’t tell where his storage deltas and performance issues were coming from. There were also disaster recovery issues when large data deltas could cause the replication to fall behind. In his words, it was literally a black box with no visibility into what was going on inside.He evaluated the new Dell Compellent and Nimble Storage offerings and chose DataGravity because our core storage was on par with the other options and provided something no one else could – an easy to user interface backed by impressive data analytics and storage intelligence. In his words, DataGravity provided “insight I couldn’t get otherwise,” and he also like the fact that he can now better respond to users accidentally deleting or overwriting files.
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Upgraded Storage With High Visibility 

Tom’s existing storage didn’t offer him the 
visualization and insights he needed to drive 
value in his business.  

Tom upgraded his storage and can now see 
exactly how much space is being used, who 
is using it and which files are largest. 

With DataGravity, Tom can now understand where he has 
extra storage capacity and from where he can archive files. 

Before DataGravity After DataGravity 

“The DataGravity 
interface is so intuitive – 
it gives me a lot of 
insight into my data. I 
can’t believe someone 
didn’t think of this 
before.”  
 

Tom Schwarz 
Manager,  
Infrastructure Services 

It was hard for Tom to understand where and what data was 
changing, or even the performance of his existing array’s 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tom was due for a storage refresh on his existing Compellent arrays. Beyond improving basic storage metrics, Tom was frustrated with the limited visibility into where and what data was changing. He couldn’t tell where his storage deltas and performance issues were coming from. There were also disaster recovery issues when large data deltas could cause the replication to fall behind. In his words, it was literally a black box with no visibility into what was going on inside.He evaluated the new Dell Compellent and Nimble Storage offerings and chose DataGravity because our core storage was on par with the other options and provided something no one else could – an easy to user interface backed by impressive data analytics and storage intelligence. In his words, DataGravity provided “insight I couldn’t get otherwise,” and he also like the fact that he can now better respond to users accidentally deleting or overwriting files.
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Identify & Archive Dormant Data 

“We instantly found tons 
of mp3s and other files 
from students who are 
no longer at our school. 
With traditional storage, 
it would be like looking 
for a needle in a 
haystack.” 

Mark Lamson 
Director of IT 

Mark couldn’t simply identify which files 
hadn’t been accessed in a long time or were 
saved by students who have graduated. 

Mark can now search by file type, date last 
accessed and file creator to quickly identify 
which files he can safely archive. 

Westerly has thousands of students and faculty each of 
whom bring their own devices and save personal files. 

Mark can now find old mp3 files and other old, personal 
data that end users stored on the shared network. 

Before DataGravity After DataGravity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key to this case study is that Mark managed a complex IT environment – 2000+ rotating end clients, NO compliance from students, strong regulatory standards (public school) and 125 virtual machines. It was becoming increasingly difficult to mitigate and manage the increasing risk that was getting worse every day.For more details on Westerly and how Mark has used DataGravity to address his issues, see his blog post (http://blog.datagravity.com/intelligent-data-storage-holds-lessons-classrooms-businesses/) or his quote in this SearchStorage article (http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/news/2240227071/DataGravity-makes-debut-with-data-aware-Discovery-arrays) 
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Empowering Business Users 

When business users needed to find old 
client files IT would spend hours helping 
them comb through fragmented file shares. 

David selected DataGravity so end users 
could search, recover deleted files, and find 
possible collaborators – all on their own! 

Experience View allows project leaders to easily identify 
subject matter experts to collaborate on new projects. 

Before DataGravity After DataGravity 

“We were not looking to 
buy more storage – we 
chose DataGravity 
because it addressed our 
content management 
and search needs at the 
point of storage.” 
 

David Schaefer 
Vice President, IT  

Finding files was the proverbial needle in a haystack exercise 
and required extensive IT assistance. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to David, “buying just another box was not in the cards” – why would they just buy more basic storage when what they needed was better content management and search capabilities. They looked at the classic Digital Asset Management solutions like Canto, or governance solutions like Varonis, but they were too expensive and complex, impacted performance or the way the business users worked, and were overkill for what they needed. DataGravity combined core content search and discovery capabilities in a better storage enclosure, and will allow the end users to:More quickly find files – whether that be old client files, files from former colleagues, or files that were inadvertently moved.Recover “lost” files – files that were moved, deleted or corrupted can now easily be recovered by users on their ownAssemble new project teams by locating subject matter experts – when Trisect is pitching a new client or concept, DataGravity can help project leaders find colleagues who have worked on similar projects or clients in the past with the Experience ViewUltimately, Trisect plans on extending the reach of DataGravity to the clients themselves, allowing them to use the search and navigation capabilities to easily find project files, and identify who on the team has been working on (or reviewing) those files.David and his team have always had a tight collaboration with the business. DataGravity is a natural addition and extension to this relationship, allowing David to empower the users to do even more to make the business successful.
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Shining a Light on Dark Data 

Like many IT departments, Winnebago 
County had limited insight into the data 
inside their spiraling storage volumes. 

Winnebago selected DataGravity to shine a 
light on their users shares – identify 
potential sensitive or dormant data – and 
improve data protection. 

DataGravity file analytics helps Gus and his team improve 
data governance of user shares. 

Before DataGravity After DataGravity 

“DataGravity is perfect 
storage for user shares – it 
helps us understand what 
kind of data users are 
storing, how old it is, what 
the files contain, and how 
they are being used.” 
 

Gus Gentner 
Chief Information Officer 

Traditional storage did not address increased risks around 
data governance or data protection.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IT department at Winnebago County (IL) believes that DataGravity is the perfect storage solution for their user shares, helping them improve both data governance and data protection.From a data governance perspective, DataGravity helps them see what kind of data users are storing, what is in those files, how old those files are, and if they are being actively used. Like many organizations, users at Winnebago county generally keep everything, and generally believe all data needs to be immediately available (thus stored on the primary storage tier). DataGravity helps them see what data is actually being used, and what data may contain sensitive data or other risks to the organization. Winnebago County looked at Varonis and other solutions, but having governance built in the storage device was a clear advantage of DataGravity.Prior to selecting DataGravity, Winnebago County performed nightly backups, which left files created and deleted within a day unrecoverable. DataGravity dramatically improves their data protection – both through incremental backups throughout the day and faster file recovery.



DataGravity 
Engine 

DataGravity Discovery Series 

Discovery Series 
Platforms 

DataGravity 
UI 

IT Professional 

Legal/Compliance/ 
Governance 

Business User 

Data in context for users 

Fully integrated platform  -  Consolidated management  -  No impact to production 
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Data-Aware Storage Provides a 360° View 
Built In Data Analytics With No Impact to Production  

Optimized Storage  
Infrastructure 
 
SMB, NFS, iSCSI 
Fully VM-aware 
Optimized storage footprint 
Seamless protection  
and recovery 

Integrated  
Data Analytics 
 
File and content analytics 
Sensitive data detection 
User activity auditing 
Search and discovery 
Data visualization 
 

WHO, WHAT, WHEN, 
WHERE and WHY? 

 

File Shares 
LUNs 

Show Architecture 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DataGravity Engine �built into second nodeExtracts content�Tracks activity�Protects dataPuts idle resources to workMines data at point of storageNo impact on production IO!Put idle resources to workProduction failover targetData protection and recoveryActivity tracking Content extractionData analysis, query, alerting and monitoringExploit what others throw awayHigh Availability IO stream feeds data analysis engineMine data across its lifecycleThe who, what, when and where of your dataFile analysis providing a 360° view of your data: consumption, activity and demographics Sensitive data detection including CC#s, SSNs Proactive protection against any physical or virtual data loss User activity auditing of data interactions: who, what, whenSearch and discovery across people, content and timeData visualization “virtually” sees your data in the storage system



A New Class of Storage 

DataGravity Engine  
built into second node 

Extracts content 
Tracks activity 
Protects data 

Puts idle resources to work 

Mines data at point of storage 

No impact on production IO! 

 

Intelligence  
Node 

 

DataGravity Engine Production IO 

Primary  
Node 

 HA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Put idle resources to workProduction failover targetData protection and recoveryActivity tracking Content extractionData analysis, query, alerting and monitoringExploit what others throw awayHigh Availability IO stream feeds data analysis engineMine data across its lifecycleThe who, what, when and where of your data
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Multiple Deployment Scenarios 

Virtual 
Desktops  
and Home 
Directories 

Enterprise 
File Services 

Virtualized 
Infrastructure 

Data 
Cleansing 

Application 
Services 

Clean 
Archiving 

Where is Your Area of Greatest Concern? 

SMB, NFS, iSCSI, VM-Aware X X 

Departmental Deployments 
Finance, Human Resources, Legal, 
Client Facing Functions, Engineering… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To deploy DataGravity, we find customers embark on a variety of strategies that are largely dependent on the areas of their greatest concerns.  Whereas some organization have evaluated and deployed DataGravity to refresh their storage infrastructure, others have focused on particular use cases where they have specific concerns.A primary use case is to host either all your file shares or a subset of file shares on the DataGravity system, particularly targeted at groups and datasets managing highly sensitive information.  This can be extended to include user home directories, attached to both physical and virtual clients.In many customer sites, a cause for concern is their virtualized environment, having gone through cycles of chaotic and haphazard growth, VM sprawl and data sprawl across their VMs have them concerned that data security is likely at risk within their virtual infrastructure.To a lesser extent, some customers will host applications on DataGravity, if only to insure that application files and database files are only being accessed by the service IDs established for the application.In addition, there are use cases where DataGravity is considered as a target for a data cleansing service to understand and assess in-house data, remediate it, and or to archive the data cleanly either on-premise or to the cloud.



Data-Aware Storage 

Put Files On Get Insights Out 
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DataGravity Discovery Series 
Data-Aware Solutions To Address  
A Range of Business Needs  

DG1100 
18 TB 

$45,000 US MSRP 

 

DG2200 
48 TB 

$75,000 US MSRP 

DG2400 
96 TB 

$95,000 US MSRP 

 
Complete Feature Set  
Across Entire Product Line 



DataGravity Discovery Series Specifications 

DG1100 DG2200 DG2400 

Raw Disk Capacity (TB)1 18 48 96 
Flash (TB)1 1.2 2.4 4.8 
Effective Capacity (TB)1 9-15 25-45 50-90 
Power supplies/ fans Dual redundant, hot swappable 

Supported Protocols 
CIFS/SMB (V1.0, 2.0, 2.1) 

NFS (V3, 4) 
iSCSI 

Active Controllers 2 

Network Ports per 
Controller 

2 x 10 Gb Ethernet  
(copper or fiber) 

2 x 1 Gb Ethernet   

UI Compatibility Supports modern HTML-5 based browsers 
[1]TB means one trillion bytes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
* Effective production capacities assume 12 months DiscoveryPoint retention, with storage optimization ranging from 50 to 66% less space and daily data change rates from 0.5% to 1.5%. 1 TB = 1 trillion bytes.  $/TB calculated at mid-point of range using US List Price ($ = USD).



DataGravity Support Programs 
DG Care DG CarePlus 

Helpdesk 
coverage [1] 24x7x365 

Online  
customer  
portal 

  
Knowledge  
base     
Software 
updates   
 Proactive 
parts 
replacement 

Next  
Business Day  4 Hours [2] 

Sev1: Data unavailable or performance severely degraded; Response within 1 hour or less, with immediate escalation to Engineering (Severity 1 issues) 
Sev2: Software faults causing performance issues, degraded network issues, or a feature is not functioning; Response in 4 Business hours or less.  
Sev3: Minor problems that have minimal impact on normal business operations; Response within 1 Business Days or less  

[1] 
[2]   4 Hour replacement parts is not available all regions, contact sale representative for details. 

DataGravity Discovery Series systems 
include a 1 year hardware warranty and 
90-day software warranty 

State of  
the Art  

Storage 

Rapid Recovery  
& Zero-Impact  

Protection 

Enhanced  
Data  

Governance 

Integrated  
Search &  
Discovery 
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